SPONSOR A LIBRARY
•

Sponsor the construction of a learning center, complete with Internet access for two years, 5
computers and one printer.

•

By sponsoring the construction of a learning center you can directly influence the quality of
learning for these children.

Quality is at the heart of a meaningful education. It influences what students learn and what
benefits they draw from a broader education.
“Libraries are reservoirs of strength, grace and wit, reminders of order, calm and continuity,
lakes of mental energy, neither warm nor cold, light nor dark. The pleasure they give us is
steady, reliable, deep and long-lasting.” Germaine Greer (1939- ) For these African children
pleasure can turn into a passion, which in turn ignites a drive to better their lives, that of their
families, communities and nations.
Education promotes values and attitudes of responsible citizenship and nurtures creative and
emotional development. The Foundation for Tomorrow is dedicated to develop leaders who will
impact positive change on their communities. Investments in education will not only impact these
children’s lives, but also affect the quality of their families, and in turn, communities and countries.

*Tailor the library to what drives or inspires you most.
Enable Internet access & provide computers and printers for these children to learn.
Minimum donation of $30,000 for the construction of a LEARNING CENTER
Includes all costs associated with construction materials, permits & delivery of the learning center.

• Labor will be provided on a volunteer basis by members of the local community
•
•
•
*

5 desktop computers & 1 printer minimum
Internet tower construction & Internet access for 2 yrs
Maintenance of the learning center for 2 yrs
Books and interactive learning tools can either be purchased or provided with in-kind donations

**All donations can be maid by check, wire transfer or credit card. Receipt will be given upon donation.**

